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P U B L I S H E D  BY THE ASSOCIATED S T U D E N T S  OF
S EA TTLE  PREPARATORY S C H O O L
S E A T T L E ,  W A S H I N G T O N
19  3 5
FACULTY
E C H O
R ev . Jo h n  J. Ba lfe , S. J. 
President
R ev. Joseph  M . G eorgen , S. J. 
Vice-President, Student Adviser
R ev . N atalis J. M aruca, S. J. 
Principal
R ev . D e n n is  J. Su lliv a n , S. J. 
T  reasurer
R ev. Jo h n  T . P range, S. J. 
Religion
M r . R obert P. D achy , S. J., M. A . 
French
M r . G erard M. E voy, S. J., M. A. 
English, Debating
M r . A r t h u r  J. F la jo le , S. J., M . A . 
English, W orld History
M r . Louis J. G eis, S. J., M. A. 
English, Latin, French
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M r . H arold J. G r eif , S. J., M . A . 
Chemistry, Algebra
M r . J u liu s  A. H er m en s , S. J., M. A. 
Religion, Ancient History
M r. Joseph  P. Logan, S. J., M. A. 
Latin, Gree\
M r . G erald O. M cD onald , S. J., M . A . 
Spanish, Sociology, Economics
Mr. Joseph  P. N e a len , S. J., M. S. 
Physics, Trigonometry
M r . Jo h n  T . O ’Br ie n , S. J., M . A . 
Spanish, Algebra, Public Speaking
M r . Jo h n  J. O ’H ara, S. J., M . A. 
Latin, Geometry
E dward J. G o en , A. B. 
English, Ancient History, Algebra
M aurice D. M cG ruder , M . A. 
English, American History, Civics




E C H O
SENIORS
Patrick Andrews
Entered from St. Benedict's School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Sodality Officer 3, 4; Natnl. Adv. 
Board 4; Student Body Officer 3; Loyklty Medal 3; Elocution 
Contest 2, 3; Debating 3; Dramatics 3; Echo Staff 4; Panther 
Staff 4; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 2, 3, 4; Letterman 3, 4: 
Manager 2, 3, 4.
Joseph Bauer
Entered from O’Dea High School, 1932 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Sodality Officer 4; Debating 2, 3, 
4; Dramatics 2, 3, 4; Panther Staff 4; Orchestra 2, 3; Quar­
tet 3, 4.
Frank Buchanan
Entered from Queen Anne High School, 193 5
Edward Campbell
Entered from St. Martins High School, 1933 
Activities: Sodality 3, 4; Dramatics 3, 4; Quartet 3, 4; Bas­
ketball 3; Baseball 3, 4; Letterman 3, 4.
Dennis Casey
Entered from O’Dea High School, 1932 
Activities: Sodality 4.
Arthur Cole
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 4; Class Officer 1, 2; Football 1, 2, 4; 
Baseball 1; Letterman 4.
Arthur Conley
Entered from St. Mary’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality l j  2, 3, 4; Sodality Officer 1, 2, 3, 4; 
Natnl. Sod. Adv. Board 3; Delegate to Natnl. Sod. Con. 3; 
Debating 3, 4; Echo Staff 4; Panther Staff 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 
3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3.
Russell Dahline
Entered from Holy Family School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1.
James Dibb
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Debating 2, 3, 4; Panther Staff 
4; Football 1; Basketball 1; Baseball 1.
Mark Emerson
Entered from St. Benedict’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 4; Football 4; Baseball 1, 2.
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George Goerig
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Class Officer 1; Debating 3, 4; 
Elocution Contest 2, 3, 4; Elocution Medal 2; Dramatics 1,
2, 3, 4; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2; 
Letterman 3, 4; Manager 1, 2.
Richard Grady
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Debating 2, 3, 4; Elocution 
Contest 1; Elocution Medal 1; Dramatics 4.
Frank Hayes
Entered from Broadway High School, 1934 
Activities: Sodality 4; Debating 4; Gold Medal Debate 4; 
Echo Staff 4; Panther Staff 4; High School Journalism Con' 
ference 4.
Francis H erkenrath 
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 3, 4.
W alter Kane
Entered from Blessed Sacrament School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Debating 3, 4; Gold Medal Debate
3, 4; Dramatics 4; Echo Staff 4; Football 2, 3, 4; Letterman 4.
Jarlath Lyons
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Class Officer 1, 2; Debating 4; 
Elocution Contest 3; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Baseball 
1; Letterman 4.
Angelo Magnano
Entered from St. Teresa’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Sodality Officer 4; Student 
Body Officer 3; Class Officer 2, 4; Debating 2, 3, 4; Gold 
Medal Debate 4; Elocution Contest 1, 2, 3; Dramatics 1, 2, 
3, 4; Football 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1; Letterman 4.
H enry Martin
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 4; Student Body Officer 4; Class Offi­
cer 1, 2, 3; High School Student Leaders' Conference 4; Foot­
ball 1, 2, 3, 4; Letterman 3, 4.
W illiam McGuire
Entered from Garfield High School, 1932 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Sodality Officer 3; Debating 3, 4; 
Football 2, 3, 4; Baseball 2; Manager 2, 3!
Gerald McH ugh
Entered from Holy Rosary School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Echo Staff 4.
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Arthur McGeough
Entered from Boys’ Central High School, Butte, Mont., 1933
Robert McN amara 
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 3, 4; Elocution Contest 3, 4; Dramat­
ics 2, 3; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1; 
Letterman 3, 4.
W alter McN erney 
Entered from St. John’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2; Debating 3; Basketball 1, 3; Base­
ball 1.
Arthur Meagher 
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Debating 2, 3, 4; Dramatics 4; 
Echo 4; Panther 4; Orchestra 1, 2; High School Journalism 
Conference 4; Baseball 1.
Aldo Morelli
Entered from Blessed Sacrament School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 4; Student Body Officer 4; Class Officer 
1, 2; Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1; Letterman 2, 3, 4.
John Moriarty
Entered from St. Mary’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Elocution Contest 2, 4; Dramatics 
2, 3, 4; Echo Staff 4; Panther Staff 4; Orchestra 1, 2.
John N epple
Entered from Montesano High School, 1934
John O’Donnell
Entered from Grant High School, Portland, 1933 
Activities: Dramatics 4; Echo Staff 4; Panther Staff 4.
John Peter
Entered from St. Mary’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Sodality Officer 2, 3, 4; Class 
Officer 4; Debating 2, 3, 4; Gold Medal Debate 2, 3; Debate 
Medal 3; Dramatics 2, 3, 4; Echo Staff 4; Panther Staff 4; 
Football Pub. Mngr. 2, 3.
Robert Rebhahn
Entered from Fran\lin Jr. High School, Ta\ima, 1932 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Class Officer 3, 4; Debating 3, 4; 
Gold Medal Debate 4; Dramatics 3, 4; Echo Staff 4; Panther 
Staff 4; Basketball 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Letterman 3, 4.
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George Seaver
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Dramatics 4; Quartet 3; Bas' 
ketball 1, 2, 3; Baseball 1, 2.
Addison Smith
Entered from St. Joseph’s School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 2, 3, 4; Class Officer 1; Debating 2, 3, 4; 
Dramatics 4; Echo 4; Panther 4; High School Journalism Con­
ference 4; Basketball 1, 2; Baseball 1.
John Spillane
Entered from Lincoln High School, 1934 
Activities: Sodality 4; Football 4.
John Starr
Entered from O’Dea High School, 1931 
Activities: Sodality 1, 2, 3, 4; Class Officer 2, 3, 4; Echo 4.
CAMERA SHY
Virgil Belford 
Entered from Lincoln High School, Tacoma, 1934 
Activities: Sodality 4; Dramatics 4; Panther 4; Football 4; 
Baseball 4; Letterman 4.
Lewis Orth
Entered from Lincoln High School, 1935
SENIOR CLASS HISTORY
" |T N  the far-off days of September, 1931, two-score freshmen entered the maze and wilderness 
•: of high school training at Seattle Prep. Aiming toward Mount Education, we plodded 
- upward along Latin Ridge and across Algebra Creek under the tutelage of Fr. Moffat, S.J., 
and Mr. Coen. Our guides were George Goerig of One A  and Ad Smith of One B. Around 
nightly campfires activities were partaken in freely. Grady brought the elocution medal into our 
fold. Dramatics drew Peter and Magnano, while Conley was an officer along Sodality Glacier. 
Junior and freshmen athletics abounded with the names of our group, and the orchestra called 
Bauer, Conley and Meagher.
W ith the return of climbing activities we renewed vigorously our activities around the 
school. Aldo Morelli scrambled into the Lettermen’s Club by way of Football Peak. Our mon­
opoly of the declamation medal was continued by Goerig, with Peter reaching the height of 
debating to be in the Gold Medal Debate. W hen the Palestra made its various appearances, it 
was with Meagher as the managing editor. Mr. Sweeney, S. J., and Mr. Dussault, S. J., led us 
around Lake English and through the forest of public speaking.
In the loyalty-point drive of our sophomore year we were led by Angelo Magnano of Two 
A  to the heart-rending loss of first place, while Two B was among the leaders under Henry 
Martin.
As a combined group of intellectual mountaineers, we were headed by Martin and advised 
by Mr. Logan, S. J. Perfection sparkled as the goal of all our performances.
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SENIOR CLASS HISTORY-Continued
On the treacherous gridiron many a foe was tackled by Martin, Morelli, Andrews, 
McNamara and Goerig; foul shooting ability marked Andrews’ hoop play; and stellar perform- 
ances were assured when Rebhahn and Campbell cavorted on the diamond. Seaver and Bauer 
took up mountain yodeling, to the dismay of the class. Peter made good in the Gold Medal 
Debate, bringing the prize into our midst. Sodality members were numerous, with Conley as 
delegate to the national convention in Chicago. The major dramatic offering, “His Father’s 
Son,” depended mostly on juniors. Again we predominated in numbers in the Elocution Con­
test, though not winning.
Among our guides were Fr. Fink, S. J., around Religion View; Mr. Marshall, S. J., through 
Chemistry Cavern, and Mr. Burris, S. J., across History Canyon.
Our last spurt up the icy slopes found twenty-three of our first group with thirteen others 
to bolster the thinning ranks. In the scholastic phases of the school day we were aided by Mr. 
Evoy,S. J.,in English and debating. Mr. McDonald, S.J.,brought some of us through Virgil, eco­
nomics and sociology; the propinquities of Xenophon were laid out to two lone, senior Greek- 
sters by Mr. Logan, S. J.; while the intricacies of French were made easy by Mr. Dachy, S. J., 
to a slightly larger class. Jose received a careful perusal in the Spanish class under Mr. O’Brien, 
S. J., who also developed eloquent after-dinner speakers. Higher mathematics and physics, the 
nemesis of many and the boon of a few, had Mr. Nealen, S. J., as a cheerful expositor amidst 
all its gloom. Religion teachers were as varied as their methods. Fr. Georgen, S. J., Fr. Maruca, 
S. J., and Fr. Logan, S. J., all undertook the task of making us spiritually ready for life.
Glistening on the snowy pages of the Echo and Panther staffs were the names of many 
seniors. Notably present were Hayes, Conley, Meagher, Peter and Kane, from the literary 
standpoint; while Dibb, Smith, McHugh and O ’Donnell handled finances.
In debating we broke even with Gonzaga in a home and home contest; all the men being 
seniors who debated. For the Gold Medal Debate, Hayes, Magnano, Rebhahn and Kane repre­
sented us. The Elocution Contest gathered Moriarty, Goerig and McNamara. Dramatic produc­
tions were resplendent with seniors in the lead for all three major offerings. The orchestra found 
only one fourth-year veteran in Conley.
Many new stripe bearers enhanced our room—Kane, Cole, Belford, Lyons and Magnano all 
making the grade in football. Basketball found only one new senior from last year in the person­
age of Rebhahn, who also was baseball captain. He and Andrews looped through many in the 
tense and needed times. Our fine football record can be justly credited to the steadiness and 
ability of the veterans coupled with the eagerness of the newcomers.
The Sodality had many prominent seniors as officers and members. Magnano was prefect, 
aided by Andrews, Conley, Peter and Bauer. Dahline was an assistant. New Sodalists were 
Casey, Emerson, Spillane, McNerney and Herkenrath. Starr became famous for his monthly 
visits with the Queen’s Work, the Sodality magazine. Newcomers to us in the last year were 
Buchanan, Orth and Nepple.
Among the managers for the various sports were McGuire in basketball and Andrews in 
baseball.
Novel ideas were fostered in the brains of some seniors with the result that the Echo drive 
was started off with the best assembly program in years. Provincial Day found talks being given 
by seniors in French and Greek, besides the classy production of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.”
In the last and most enjoyable year of our trek to reach the peak the following class offi­
cers were always ready to lead the party in hardship and danger: John Peter, president; Angelo 
Magnano, vice-president.; Jack Starr, secretary-treasurer, and Bob Rebhahn, sergeant-at-arms. 
Thus it is that we have climbed Mount Education under the guidance of Seattle Prep, and we 
leave with the hope that in succeeding years other seniors will enjoy as happy a year as 193? 
has been to us.
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SENIOR CLASS PROPHECY
Tj|T T PON graduating from Seattle Prep on June 7, the class of 193? resolved to hold a 
reunion every five years for all those of the class who could return to the old Alma 
v L J -  Mater. This week will see the third of these gatherings. Fifteen years have brought as 
many changes'into the lives of the graduates of 1935 as to all the rest of the world. John 
Peter, who was president of the class, is an active executive of an eastern advertising and indus- 
trial designing house. Angelo Magnano travels half a dozen times a year to Italy to keep a.n 
eye on his olive groves and confer with Mussolini. On his last trip he met Aldo Morelli in 
Rome. Aldo, you remember, was the fellow whp made himself famous with the invention of an 
Italian tamale. Bobbie Rebhahn was playing professional baseball for a few years after gradua­
tion, but now he’s writing sports for the coast papers. And A rt Meagher is another who is 
engaged in journalism. W hen last heard from, he was running a newspaper in the East. George 
Goerig did the expected thing and got himself into a law firm, where he’s doing all right by 
the Constitution. He has Jack Moriarty for a partner, the lad who decided to capitalize on that 
high-pressure personality. Jack Starr is providing the last word in dance music to the patrons 
of a fashionable New York hotel, and he still talks about Glen Gray with a light in his eyes. 
Joe Bauer is doing the vocal numbers for Jack’s band, and knows the words to more songs than 
any other five singers. Jerry McHugh is another one in the musical trade. He’s one of Victor’s 
recording consultors.
Then there’s Dick Grady, who gave up a promising acting career in favor of the medical 
profession. He’s studying in Vienna now, but is expected to return soon. Jack O’Donnell 
couldn’t resist the Communists for very long. He’s in Russia now, telling them what’s wrong 
with the country. A rt Cole, who’s gone in for teaching English in a big way, ought to pro­
vide those at the banquet with some fancy after-dinner speaking. Entertainment will be expected 
from Eddie Campbell, too, for he will arrive in Seattle from stage engagements just in time for 
the reunion. And speaking of the banquet, Frank Buchanan is likely to be supplying the pro­
visions, for those early dismissals in 1935 paved the way to the establishment of quite a mar­
ket. W alt Kane and Bill McGuire became the scientists of the crowd; both of. them use their 
slide rules twenty-four hours a day now. W alt’s a statistical expert and Bill has charge of the 
railroad construction department of the same engineering company. Jarlath Lyons finally gave 
in to the wanderlust urge and began promoting summer cruises to Ireland. The football busi­
ness claimed “Hank” Martin, who is coaching at a Mid-Western school. Bob McNamara stayed 
in the political races till he got to the top. H e is now governor-general of the Philippines. 
Frank Hayes was quite a debater in 1935, and he liked them so well he got a job which will keep 
him listening to them all his life. He’s a State Supreme Court Judge now. Quite naturally, 
A rt Conley went in for railroading, and he’s plenty steamed up about it.
The munitions trade got a valuable addition inDudeBelford.who was convinced about enter­
ing it from his early experience with the DuPont Corporation. James Dibb runs a company 
which manufactures sleeping powders, something about which he knows almost all there is! And 
Ad Smith persevered in the communication business till he practically owns Postal Telegraph 
at this moment. Lewis Orth is, of all things, a truant officer, and Dennis Casey plans to grab 
the office next, if and when the Republicans get back into office. W alt McNerney ended up a 
dentist, more than likely because he always was seeking the painless way to do everything. 
Frank Herkenrath picked the jewelry trade, and spends most of his time taking things apart as 
he’s always wanted to. Restaurant owners are looking to Russell Dahline for advice these days. 
Four years in the Co-op store has got to mean something in a fellow’s life. A rt McGeough is 
cracking Woolworth’s trade all over the place with his up-and-coming five-and-ten emporium. 
And Mark Emerson! Just read the sport pages and find out which golf cup he plans to cop 
next. Jack Spillane is travelling with Mark as a sort of manager, but we won’t vouch for his 
ability because he’s always doing about seven things at once. A t this day and age, in 1950, it’s 
funny to think of what the Echo said in its prophecy about the future of the graduates. Just 
goes to show you can’t ever judge by a man’s school life what he’s going to do later.
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C r a w fo r d , G r e e n , J o h n s o n
C ola carro , D eD o n a t o , D o n o v a n , W il s o n , F i n n , K e a r n y , M c D e v it t  
O ’G o r m a n , K in g , R u sse l l , C l a u d o n , W h it e , N a u g h t o n , C ostello  
A v er sa n o , B e n n e t t , K e l l y , P o tt s , H e b e r t , W ood , S h e e h a n , D o n o h o e
JUNIOR A
A HOY, there! The ship of ’36 pulls slowly into port for a three-month tie-up before beginning the fourth and last lap of its high school voyage. Mr. Logan, S. J., has piloted his ship well, ably assisted by Dick DeDonato, first mate; Jack Green, second 
mate; Jack Naughton, purser; and Tom Finn, irons keeper.
In the ship’s log there is a long and varied list of activities in which the passengers partici­
pated. Three A  won the intramural basketball championship, gave valuable support to the 
Dramatic Club productions and composed neary half of the Senior Debate Club. Two of 
those registered, O ’Gorman and Wilson, represented Three A  in the Gold Medal Debate, while 
DeDonato and Wilson participated in the annual Elocution Contest.
Besides the studious group there were many notable athletes aboard. Football, basketball, 
baseball—all profited by the aid of junior classmen. The lettermen, Colacarro, Claudon, Don­
ovan, Finn, Green, Naughton, Sheehan and Wilson, comprised the brawny crew, and stuck by 
the ship until the end.
Mr. Logan guided the ship through the narrow channels of Latin and Greek, while Mr. 
Evoy, S. J., took the wheel on the open sea of English. In history there was a divided course; 
Mr. McDonald, S. J., commanded the first semester, while Mr. McGruder finished the term! 
And while Mr. Grief, S. J., peered over chemistry maps and rules in the chart room, Mr. 
O’Brien, S. J., and Mr. Dachy, S. J., navigated in the Spanish and French bays.
Led by their ever-increasing spirit of achievement, the Junior As have completed their most 
successful year. They have always most willingly given their “all” for the sake of the school, 
and have at the same time devoted themselves toward developing into the “ace” class of Seattle 
Prep.
The crew and passengers are assembling on deck as the S.S. ’36 docks. Father Maruca, 
S. J., extending a farewell to the departing group of seniors, assures the juniors that next year 
should be the happiest and most successful part of their high school journey.
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M c C h e s n e y , H e n n e m a n , M cG u ir e , Br a n d m e ir , K e n n e d y , G a r r ic k , C o n n o r  
C a rm ody , K e l l y , Br a n ig a n , H a r r in g t o n , O ’N e il l , C u l l in a n e , D . ,  T o b i n , F r ee l e y  
C u l l in a n e , P . ,  U r s in o , M acI n n i s , M c G e o u g h , G a r d n e r , N estor 
T r o t t e r , F l a j o l é , B r is l a w n , M cF a d d e n , O s t e r m a n , D e n n i n g , N o se r , Su l l iv a n
JUNIOR B
IN  September, 1934, the light-minded sophomores of last year returned to take up the heav­ier duties of juniors. A t Mr. Walterskirchen’s first call for football players Branigan, Nes­tor, Brandmeir, Stimpson and Kelly answered. Indeed, we were well represented—Nestor, 
Branigan and Stimpson being on the first squad.
After the dust, accumulated during the summer, was polished off our brains, and the class 
had settled down to business, elections were held. “Bud” Nestor was the unanimous choice for 
president; Paul Cullinane was selected as vice-president; and Jack Noser was elected secre­
tary-treasurer.
W ith the passing of football, basketball was given the enthusiasm of the season. Although 
Three B had no members on the maple court representing the school, nevertheless, we backed 
the team to the full extent of our ability. In the interclass league Three B led the chase for 
some time, but lost the championship game to Three A.
The lone representative of Three B who made good in baseball was Cullinane — doing a 
good job in covering right field.
Guiding us in the course of our studies were Fr. Prange, S. J., religion; Mr. Evoy, S. J., 
English; Mr. Greif, S. J., chemistry; Mr. McDonald, S. J., economics, sociology, Spanish I; 
Mr. McGruder, history; Mr. Geis, S. J., Latin; and Mr. O ’Brien, S. J., Spanish II, public 
speaking.
During the school year the class was always active, taking a prominent part in all activities; 
such as, the food drive, the old-clothes drive, and the drive to secure expense money for the 
debaters on their trip to Spokane.
Nestor made good in dramatics, taking a prominent role in “A Christmas Carol.” Noser 
was on the staffs of the Echo and Panther, while Brislawn participated in the Elocution Contest.
In all activities a new spirit pervaded. It was a spirit of the keener kind of loyalty, of a 
desire to make Seattle Prep known and respected, of a fervor to keep alive the flaming enthusi­
asm that infects the veins of the institution which we feel is our own.
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B u l m a n , O r l a n d , Br a n d m b ir , R o b in s o n , F l y n n , M e r r ic k , St e e l e , M a l o n e y , B r e e n  
Bo xer , A l b r ig h t , E voy, C a r r o l l , C o y l e , R y a n , M cK n ig h t , G u c in s k i , K e e f e , H o e s c h e n  
H a v e n , A r m s t r o n g , S u l l iv a n , G a g a n , M cD o n n e l l , S im p s o n , Br e id e n b a c h , S m it h  
Ba t e s , L e n i h a n , O ’Br i e n , K e l l y , H a in e s , G reg o ry , S tew a r t
SOPHOMORE A
C OM ING back to school as sophomores, we entered into all affairs determined to have Two A  at the top of the ladder. Though we did not succeed in all, we did our share in the expression of school loyalty.
Mr. Logan, S. J., guided us through Caesar and syntax, and replaced Mr. Geis, S. J., as 
religion teacher for the second semester. Under Mr. Flajole, S. J., our historical minds concen- 
trated on Napoleon instead of Pericles. Mr. O’Hara, S. J., took over the class in angles for the 
second semester after Mr. Nealen, S. J., had expounded the theories and rules for the first. Mr. 
McGruder taught English in place of Mr. Hermens, S. J., for the second term of the year.
Our scholastic standing was high, having several students on the honor roll. One hundred 
per cent marked our subscriptions to the Echo, and nearly the same for the school paper. A t the 
same time we were well represented in the Junior Sodality and Junior Debate Club, while the 
Panther staff received the work of several members.
Bill Bates, a tireless president; “W ally” Carroll, a fearless vice-executive; George Ryan, a 
marvel at finance; and Don Keefe, the strong-boy of the class, were all popular choices for their 
respective offices.
Football beckoned Carroll and Ryan from our ranks to earn their varsity letter. Carroll 
and Merrick were good enough to merit their stripes on the maple floor, and on the baseball dia­
mond we boasted of Boxer, Carroll and Merrick. Moreover, the junior teams were replete with 
our contributions.
Although a summer vacation is gladly welcomed, it is only with hopes of a greater year next 
September, when we return as juniors to show again our school loyalty and class spirit.
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J o r d a n , R o v e r , C o r r ig a n , M cG e r r , R ogers, F a ir h u r s t , D e ig n a n , R eyn old s 
J o h n s o n , P ic h t , K e r s c h b a u m , D o n o h o e , Bo e h m , S p e l l a c y , I r v in e  
O ’N e il l , W e s t , B l o o m f ie l d , G ray , C a n n e y , V a l iq u e t t e , M c G u ir e , R u th e r f o r d  
Z e y e n , E m e r s o n , M c G arry , D il l o n , R o c h e , K e a n e , C o u g h l in
SOPHOMORE B
EXCITEMENT was in the air. It was the first day of school. Former freshmen of One B and One C were gathered about the desk of Mr. Flajole, S. J., as the neucleus of Two B. When we were well united in spirit, and harmony ruled as king, our election of da«* 
officers took place. Howie” Picht took charge as president; Jim Spellacy was next in command; 
Don West wrote out the minutes; Luke Emerson strongarmed the boys as sergeant-at-arms; and 
Pat Kerschbaum reigned over athletic affairs.
Mr. Flajole, aside from being class moderator, instructed us in English and history. Mr 
Logan, S. J., vividly led us along the trail of Caesar, while our weary brains were more per- 
plexed at the geometric functions which Mr. O’Hara, S. J., laid out. Mr. Greif, S. J., aside from 
enabling us to express our thoughts verbally, put forth his knowledge of religion once a week.
Athletes ruled supreme in the Two B class room. Kerschbaum was on the varsity squad, 
though not making his letter, in the manly art of football; while the frosh-soph team made fre­
quent use of Irvine, Donohoe, Picht, Roche and Spellacy. Letter winners in varsity hoop play 
were Reynolds and Kerschbaum. Many others held down places on the underclass teams. The 
national sport found Spellacy, Picht and Kerschbaum on the first squad, and Keane, Ruther­
ford, Roche, Irvine and Dillon on the frosh-soph team. Intramural basketball ended with Two 
B in third place.
In other school activities Two B rides high. Our class subscribed 100 per cent to the Echo, 
and had many on the Panther list. Junior Debating and the Junior Sodality drew on our class 
heavily. In the Elocution Contest we were represented by the class jester, Irvine.
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FRESHMAN A
S h e r o d , B r o d e r ic k , S w e e n e y , M c N a l l y , L e a h y , M a r t in , M o n o h a n  
H e n t s c h e l l , R o o n e y , T r az ie r , B r o n s , G a r d n e r , C u l l in a n e , S m it h  
L a bo ssiere , S p r in g o b , W a it e , P e r r i , W a r d e n , R u n n e l s
FRESHMAN B
B e l l in g e r , M u r p h y , Basel
D o n n e l l y , F o u ts , E n g l is h , O ’B r i e n , P a n a t t o n i , D o n o h o e , D . ,  L e C la ir  
M c K il l o p , T e r h a r , C o r r ig a n , D e ig n a n , P a r o l ik , P e t e r s o n , L y o n s , W ood 
D u n t o n , C u st e r , R u t h e r f o r d , S n e e r in g e r , B e r t i n , D o n o h o e , J . ,  W a l l , M cC h e s n e y
FRESHMAN C
M a r t in e a u , E b e r t , W id d o p , M a c c h ia , M o r r il l , R o ssm an , D eD o n a t o , M urray  
G reg o ry , M cH u g h , F . ,  B o w l in g , W il k in s o n , M cH u g h , M . ,  Br a n t , M o r a n , A n d e r so n  
St r ic k l a n d , P e t t in g e r , LaL a n n e , H ea ly , M o n g r a in , P a p e , N o ser , O l s e n , J .  
E n g l is h , M a cG r eg o r , O l s e n , M . ,  R ead , M cD o n a l d , S e v e n ic h , S h e e h a n , W a r t e l l e , J oyce
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FRESHMAN A
A LTHOUGH One A can boast of no classical honors, such as medals and the like, yet it can boast of a fairly successful year as far as loyalty is concerned. Being the smallest class of the three freshmen divisions, it has tried to fill the gap by demonstrating superior quality.
Under the wise and kind direction of Mr. Hermens, S. J., and our other devoted teachers, Mr. Greif, 
S. J., Mr. Coen and Mr. McGruder, we have striven to mould our lives according to the true standards 
that mark a loyal studnt of Seattle Prep.
Class elections were held early in the year with the following results: Kevin Leahy, president; Jack 
Rooney, vice-president; Alfred Marilley, secretary; Tom Broderick, treasurer; and Bob Wilds, athletic 
director.
Our intellectual ability has been clearly demonstrated by our scholastic standings, though we have 
not been noted for superior individuals.
In athletics One A was well represented by Wilds and Sweeney in frosh-soph football; Labossiere and 
Marilley in frosh basketball; Wilds in varsity baseball; and Waite in frosh-soph baseball.
Besides being well represented in the different sports, One A students abounded in the rooting sec­
tions. All in all, it can1 be said that One A has passed a very successful year—one upon which its mem­
bers can look back with pride.
FRESHMAN B
0N the pages of Seattle Prep’s history the name of One B will long remain as an outstanding tribute to our class loyalty and school spirit.
As moderator we had Mr. Coen, who also taught us the basic principles of algebra, history 
and English. Our Latin declensions were thoroughly learned under the guidance of Mr. O’Hara, S. J., 
while Mr. Flajole, S. J., taught religion and public speaking.
In the elocution contest Donohoe, English, McChesney and Parolik were in the finals as our repre* 
sentatives.
Our class officers at the end of the year were considerably changed from the first of the year due to 
sickness and change of classes. Richard Corrigan ended up as class president, with Harold McChesney as 
his aid. Ed English was secretary and George Basel was sergeant'at'arms.
Athletics called Basel, Bellinger, Donnelly and Sweeney for football; LeClair, O'Brien, Basel, Peterson, 
Lyons and Dunton for basketball; and McChesney, LeClair, O’Brien, Murphy, Dunton and Custer on the 
diamond.
Literary talent was made use of through the class paper, known as the One B Herald. So closes the 
first year of an expected four cheerful years of high school training at Seattle Prep.
FRESHMAN C
C UT of 100 entering freshmen, nearly forty passed into the portals of One C. Under the moderator' ship of Mr. Geis, S. J., who also taught us Latin and English, we held excellence as the goal of all our endeavors.
In striving for this ideal, we gave our all in activities as varied as they were numerous. Frosh'soph 
football had DeDonato, Anderson, Joyce, Morrill, Noser and Rossman as letter winers. Fallon, Martineau, 
Noser, DeDonato and Joyce played on the capable frosh hoop squad, while the bantam roster claimed the 
Everett twins, Ebert and Sevenich, along with McDonald. In baseball Joyce drew a varsity suit, and 
McHugh, Fallon and DeDonato made the frosh'soph team.
We were well represented in the Junior Debate Club and Junior Sodality, both of which were directed 
by Mr. O’Hara, S. J.
Class offices were held by Charles Morrill, president; Leo DeDonato, his assistant; and Ted Marcuse, 
secretary'treasurer.
Scholastics who aptly imparted their knowledge to us were, in addition to those previously mentioned, 
Mr. O’Brien, S. J., teaching algebra and religion, and Mr. Hermens, S. J., instructing us in history.
Though One C may not be noted for anything outstanding this year, we feel certain that a foundation 
has been laid on which we can construct three exceedingly active and interesting years at Seattle Prep.
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CHRONICLE
SEPTEMBER
— 10. School resumes with the happy recog­
nition of old countenances, the misgiving of 
absent faces and the sizing up of new ones, 
with everyone ready to start another term.
— 11. The book store overflows with dis­
heartened visages as Mr. Evoy, S. J., moved 
under a barrage of verbal protest, consents 
to let the students in on a “big book deal” 
by cutting his profiteering one-half of one 
per cent.
— 12. “W alt” drives the team hard to get 
them functioning smoothly for the first game.
—15. The good-natured principal behind the 
office desk, Father Maruca, S. J., is received 
open-heartedly by all the students.
— 24. Having been minutely investigated and 
scrutinized, the new teachers and their idio- 
syncracies are providing plenty of lively con­
versation during dull moments.
—26. A report from “The Boulevard of 
Broken Weeds” reveals that Father Maruca 
has landed (on them), and has the situation 
well in hand. He makes one catch, but the 
others escape in the nec o’ tine.
OCTOBER
—8. Father Hubbard, no relation to Mother 
Hubbard, accompanied by his surprisingly 
mild voice and his realistic “sourdough” get- 
up, receives a rousing reception in the gym.
— 9. The famous “Blue-eyed Dog McGeek” 
and his husky teammates get acquainted with 
the students at noon. “Why, I always 
thought they fed them 'mush’,” remarked 
Rebhahn as he walked off munching a few 
dog biscuits.
— 11. Columbus Day is declared a holiday 
by an unexpected though well received proc­
lamation. Thanks, old Chris, we hope we 
can do you a favor some time.
—25. First reports read in the gym to the 
disconcertment of quite a few who thought 
Es meant excellent, and Fs fine.
— 26. Our quartet braves the ether waves in 
its first audition—surprising how radio serv­
icing picked up the next couple of days.
—28. Flash! Prep defeats O’Dea, 6 to 0. 
An O ’Dea aggression charters a hearse for a 
homeward dirge. Nuff said.
— 31. “Words fail me,” muttered Morelli, 
reaching for his lines as he cracked under 
the strain of receiving the Squires’ Trophy.
NOVEMBER
—1. All Saints Day and another holiday. 
“The Saints be praised!” W e echo.
—9. Peter having collected his “pin money,” 
the task pinned on him at the beginning of 
the year, the long-awaited senior pins are re­
ceived.
— 12. The Spectacle (that much beloved, but 
sadly deceased rag) “scoops” the Poulsbo 
game, leaving the “Panther” flat-footed at the 
starting post.
— 15. “W alt” announces his law partnership, 
and declares he is going to defend the 
Jesuits, and especially Mr. Hermens, S. J., in 
all suits rising out of late jug classes.
— 17. Prep strutters are all in evidence at 
the Seattle College Fall Informal, especially 
Nestor, toting his brother’s best girl.
— 19. The “Gabby” Theatre Players, under 
Mr. Flajole, S. J., get organized with 
O’Magnano, that leading Irish actor, at the 
head.
—25. The Bellarmine game takes on the ap­
pearance of the proverbial track meet, with 
Carrol and Stimpson making 40 and 50-yard 
dashes.
DECEMBER
—2. Bob McNamara, with more good-will 
than exactness, delivers a lucid erudition at 
the Sodality Union Convention.
—7. The question of vocation, when broached 
in the retreat puts Cole in a quandary. He 
still doesn’t know whether his life work is a 
mattress factory demonstrator or a bakery 
store inspector.
—15. The “Gabby” Theatre players, present­
ing “A  Christmas Carol,” 'show their worth 
in running competition with a none too ap­
propriately gabby audience.
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MOTHERS' CLUB
A S in the past the Seattle College Mothers’ Club continued to function smoothly in carry' ing out its many beneficences. It is only through this group that a large number of the activities are able to be carried on at the school and elsewhere. It is through their untir­
ing labor and devotion that Seattle Prep continues to hold a high rank among the schools of 
the city.
The Club this year was under the direction of the following women: Mrs. C. R. Kearny 
Jr., president; Mrs. S. J. Wood, first vice-president; Mrs. J. M. Casey, second vice-president; 
Mrs. J. A. Carmody, secretary; Mrs. C. H. Robinson, treasurer; Mrs. Katherine Logan, mem­
bership committee chairman (also foundress of the organization) ; Mrs. J. L. Naughton and Mrs. 
J. Noser, telephone committee chairmen; Mrs. W . B. McCaffray, needlework committee chair­
man; Mrs. M. J. Kane, publicity committee chairman; and Mrs. A. I. Pilon, advisory committee 
chairman.
Many parties were given by the Club throughout the year. It held regular business meet­
ings the first Thursday of every month in the auditorium of the Bon Marche. A t these meet­
ings many plans were formed, emerging to help the school in many ways. The large number 
of parties held are too numerous to enumerate, but notable among them were the various class 
parties, the Football Banquet for the meijibers of both squads, the parties at the Helen Maloy 
Tea Room and the several luncheons.
Besides the parties there were several Masses held for the deceased members of the Moth­
ers’ Club as well as for those living. The needlework committee gave valuable assistance to the 
various athletics by helping to keep the uniforms in repair. Members of this committee also 
gave much of their time in cleaning, mending and replacing curtains in the building and chapel.
Mrs. R. H. Wittman crocheted a lace spread, in a water lily design, which was raffled by 
the Club, and the proceeds turned over to the Fathers. This is but one of the many instances 
where the mothers have given actual support at the expense of much labor.
In the Club’s many works it has been most cheerfully aided by Gerald C. Clausing by his 
clerical work, by the faculty; and by donations from the Troy Laundry, Brehm’s Delicatessen, 
Centennial Milling Company and the Phillip Morris Cigarette Company. And so we take this 
opportunity to extend thanks to them all on behalf of the Mothers’ Club.
The students as a whole can here step in to extend their thanks to the Mothers’ Club for 
all the benefits received throughout the year, and for the labor and sacrifice entailed.
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C OGNIZANT of its position as a student organization of paramount importance in a Jesuit school, the Senior Sodality this year, as in past years, energetically took up the responsibility of filling that too often neglected spiritual element in students lives. 
Having devoted the first several meetings of the year to elections and general organization 
of the various units, the Sodality was just well under way when the first big event of the year, 
the Seattle Sodality Union Convention, was held in the Garrigan Gymnasium. The preceding
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ity^Unian deV°ted t0 earnest and feverish preparation with the various members of the Sodal-
Needed funds to help defray the expenses for the convention were raised by an enthusi­
astically-received turkey raffle. Daniel A. Lord, S. J„ national Sodality organizer! presided at 
the meetings of the conference. During the three days of the meet time was devoted mainly to 
the open discussion of the Mexican persecution question and the Legion of Decency drive 
Catholic action—what it means and how it can be animated—was given much consideration,
also. On the evening of the third day a banquet, marking the final adjournment of the conven- 
non, was held.
1  by giyen them by the stirrinS talks °f Father Lord, the committees
of the Sodality undertook several activities. The publicity committee furnished facts about the 
Mexican question by placing informative information on the bulletin board. In aid of foreign 
missions the missionary committee instigated a stamp drive and met with no little success con- 
tinuing the campaign until the end of the year.
W ith the coming of the holy season of Lent, Our Lady’s committee took the lead in spon- 
recitation of prayers during the noon hour. Every Friday Stations of the Cross 
and benediction were held for the entire student body.
In March a large group of applicants was received into the organization.
Occupying a prominent part in the promotion of the activities were the moderators, Father
t  H  Dadly’ H  t0. Wh0m the Sodality is deeply indebted. They ■  ably 
assisted by Angelo Magnano, prefect; Pat Andrews, secretary; Dave King, chairman of the 
Eucharistic committee; Ed Sheehan, chairman of Our Lady’s committee; Joe Bauer, chairman of 
the membership committee; A rt Conley, chairman of the Catholic Action committee; John Peter 
diairman of the publicity committee; and John Harrington, chairman of the missionary com’
Both from the standpoint of comparative members and interest involved the Senior Sodal­
ity gave a very good account of itself during the year.
JUNIOR SODALITY
HE freshmen and sophomore classes this year were organized spiritually in the Junior 
Sodality, an organization acting entirely independently of the upper classes. To give 
due credit one must say it functioned smoothly and efficiently.
Billy Kelly was elected prefect, with Jack Robinson acting as vice-prefect. Bill Bates per- 
formed the duties of secretary First organized with Mr. Dachy, S. J„ and later with Mr. 
U jT raJi . as mod<Eators> the Sodality started off immediately. Committees were formed 
and heads appointed Donald West was head of the Eucharistic committee; Our Lady’s com­
mittee was handled by Joe Merrick; John Sullivan directed the Sacred Heart group- Joe Deig- 
nan led the Missionary committee; the committee on literature was under George Ryan- John 
Erected the publicity section; and the membership committee had “W ally” Carroll at 
S ilit  TheSC C°mmitteeS each had certain duties t0 Perform, and did so to the best of their
There were many activities in which the Junior Sodality as a whole participated The 
incoming freshmen were received in the Sodality, swelling the ranks by a large number 'Then 
a penny drive was inaugurated to secure money to send cards of protest to Congress over the 
persecution in Mexico About this time the study club idea was spreading throughout the dio- 
cese. The Junior Sodality formed study clubs with committee heads as a nucleus. Meetings were 
eld in the gymnasium, and interesting topics were discussed before the whole Sodality. These 
and many more activities were performed throughout the year, and the Junior Sodality stands 
as a credit to the lower classes.
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M o r e l l i M a r t in D e D o n a to B ran
ASSOCIATED STUDENTS
"HIT T NDER the leadership of Henry Martin, president; Aldo Morelli, vice-president; Rich­
ard DeDonato, secretary; Frank Brandmeir, treasurer; and George Ryan, sergeant-at- 
'«I—d- arms, the student body activities were very ably and enjoyably administered.
W ith “Hank” capably at the helm, the Associated Students realized the pleasure of many 
meetings, either in the gym or on the campus when the weather was permissible. Although 
the assemblies were of an informal nature, they were whole-heartedly appreciated by students 
and faculty, as well.
Accompanied by the opening days of school, the first gathering convened early in Sep­
tember, purposely to introduce the student officers and faculty members to the incoming pupils. 
More irregular but frequent meetings were held, which may be termed, for the most part, pep 
rallies. A t these rallies Fr. Maruca, S. J., and Coach Walterskirchen developed a following that 
was to become, as the year progressed, instrumental in influencing a greater school spirit that 
flourished higher with the passing of each season. Fostered by these two Prep boosters, that 
spirit has now entered our veins to be a part of us. Thus we naturally tend to build a desired 
liking for Seattle Prep through our association with those beyond its portals.
Throughout football, basketball and baseball seasons short talks were given by various mem­
bers of the respective teams on the eve of contests. Here, also, plans were made to assist Prep 
athletics by amassing vocal ostentation to cheer the fighting Panthers on to victory.
During the course of the current year we have had the happiness to assist at a number of 
assemblies of an extra-curricula nature. Among these was the visit paid us by Mr. Lemieux, 
S. J., accompanied by the Gonzaga debate team.
On Provincial’s Day the different classes presented an amusing program in honor of Rev­
erend Father Fitzgerald, S. J., who in turn amused us by granting a holiday.
Headed by Jack O’Donnell and John Peter, the senior class enacted a comical skit, in the 
form of a radio program, over the mythical station, P.R.E.P. The primary purpose was to begin 
a drive to obtain subscriptions for our yearbook.
Not last, and surely not least, was the annual visit paid us by Captain Sanislo of the Seat­
tle Fire Department. The Captain’s siren, narrations and harmonica are familiar at Seattle 
Prep, and his entertaining personality is cordially welcomed each year.
And, in drawing the curtains, let us thank Fr. Maruca, Mr. O’Hara, S. J., Mr. Evoy, S. J., 
and all others who have helped to make our assemblies the successes they have been.
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SENIOR DEBATE
C r a w fo r d , F i n n , Ka n e , Ba u e r , W il s o n , C o n l e y  
D ib b , D eD o n a t o , M e a g h e r , G rady , N a u g h t o n , C l a u d o n , P otts 
H ayes, Sm i t h , M cG u ir e , M a g n a n o , W h it e , H e b e r t , D o n o h o e  
P e t e r , G o e r ig , R e b h a h n , S h e e h a n , D o n o v a n , O ’G o r m a n , K elly
JUNIOR DEBATE
M o r r il l , R o b in s o n , E voy , K e r s c h b a u m , R ey n o l d s , Sm i t h , I r v in e  
A n d e r s o n , L e n i h a n , M cH u g h , Sw e e n e y , Fa ir h u r s t , S t e w a r t , M cC h e s n e y , V a l iq u e t t e  
B a te s , E n g l is h , E .,  E n g l is h , J . ,  W a l l , B e r t i n , E b e r t , L e C l a ir , J oyce 
Ba g ley , M c G r eg o r , D u n t o n , O l s e n , K e l l y , S e v e n ic h , C o r r ig a n , E m erson
SENIOR DEBATE CLUB
IF interest in a specific high school activity is any indication of one’s future line of endeavor, there will certainly be several striving barristers representing Seattle Prep in the outside world, since membership in the Senior Debate Club totalled an all-time high of forty stu­
dents this year, with debates held weekly by the members of the organization.
The first meeting of the group was attended by but fifteen veteran debaters, who elected 
John Peter to act as chairman at all the debates. Bob Rebhahn was chosen secretary for the
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society. After two or three weeks, the membership more than doubled, and with this a like
increase in argumentative talent was noticed.
Besides the debates that were held at meetings of the Club, a total of seven forensic strug-
sions were rendered. The subject was: Resolved, That the Federal government should adopt 
the policy of equalizing educational opportunity throughout the nation by means of annual
betterment of our educational system.
Immediately following this debate, DeDonato and Hayes argued the negative case against
The next encounter of the season was the second of the annual series with Gonzaga High 
School. Before a large group in St. Joseph’s School auditorium Magnano, Hayes and Goerig 
dampened the efforts of the affirmative Gonzaga team, composed of Twohy, O’Brien and 
Sweeney. Judges for the verbal fracas were Emmett Leniahan, Frank Egan and John Corrigan 
John Peter acted as chairman.
Soon after this debate was held, the same men debated a team representing Seattle Pacific 
High School on the same question of Federal aid to education. This debate was lost, but follow- 
ing it, an affirmative Seattle Prep team of Grady, Kane and Peter defeated the same men that 
were winners in the preceding joust.
The first debate ever held with Auburn High School took place next. O’Gorman and 
Hayes lost this one to Auburn’s affirmative team.
The return debate with Gonzaga was held in the middle of March at Spokane. The 
two-man team of Grady and Peter lost the affirmative proposition (also state question) to 
Twohy and O’Brien, who gained the decision of the judges. Several students accompanied the 
debaters on this trip and gave valuable support to the team.
Judged for their debating ability as demonstrated by them in both Club and outside 
debates, six students from the Senior Debate Club were chosen to participate in the Gold Medal 
Debate. This is an annual affair held by the Club at which the best debaters of the school are 
matched against one another. A  decision is rendered the winning side, and the best speaker, 
in the estimation of the judges, is presented a gold medal with his name inscribed upon it.
The affirmative team was composed of Rebhahn, Wilson and Magnano, while Kane, O’Gor- 
man and Hayes represented the negative. The question discussed was: Resolved, That the nations 
of the world should agree to prohibit the international shipment of arms and munitions.
To Mr. Evoy, S. J., debate instructor, is due much praise and appreciation on the part of 
the entire student body for having been able to uphold the interest in debating that has 
become prevalent at Seattle Prep.
UST as every organization of importance has a junior branch to help aspirants fill the nec-
Judging from the talent of these members, many polished debaters will come forth next 
year to join the ranks of the remaining veterans. Organized under the tutelage of Mr. Car-
put their knowledge into practice. Circumstances forced Mr. Carmody to leave the organiza­
tion, and Mr. O ’Hara, S. J., then became the new instructor.
Because of the practicality of the topics, interest always ran high at the meetings, with the 
result that much knowledge has been gained by the debaters.
gles were held with other schools. The first was a dual meet with Broadway in which no deci-
grants to the several states for public elementary and secondary education. In the first debate 
Wilson and Rebhahn composed an affirmative team which claimed Federal aid necessary to the
Broadway’s affirmative team. This was the first public debate for all the men except Rebhahn.
JUNIOR DEBATE
essary qualities to become active members of that society, so has debating the Junior 
Debate Club.
mody, S. J., the members spent some time studying the rudiments of argumentation, and then
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E c h o
S t a r r , A n d r e w s , M e a g h e r , D bD o n a t o , N oser 
D o n o h o e , O ’G o r m a n , C o n l e y , M o ria r ty , M cH u g h , R e b h a h n  
M r . E voy , S . J . ,  Moderator, Ka n e , S m i t h , P e t e r , O ’D o n n e l l , H ayes
PANTHER
B a te s , L e n i h a n , N o ser . D ib b , C o n l e y , K e l l y , D o n o h o e , Ba u e r , M oriarty  
P e t e r , M r . E voy, S . J . ,  Moderator, M e a g h e r , H ayes, R e b h a h n
ECHO
HE year 193? marks the reappearance of the yearbook at Seattle Prep. The last one
aPn ej u  m I931’ an<a’ since it: was P u s h e d  only with great effort, the succeeding years 
rolled by without seeing a printed memoir of student achievements at Seattle Prep. How- 
ever, this year interest in it came to life, largely due to the work of Mr. Evoy, S. J., and the 
labor of the staff which has justified his efforts.
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John Peter was appointed editor-in-chief, and wasted no time in getting started. Things 
were organized quickly, and assignments began to pour onto the desk of the associate editor, 
Frank Hayes.
While the actual work of writing the book was progressing, another group of students was 
handling the highly-important financial end of the book. Ad Smith, assisted by Dick DeDonato 
and Gerald McHugh, carried on an extensive campaign to secure ads, and thus assure financial 
security. Jack O’Donnell presided as business manager, aided by Jack Starr and Pat Andrews.
W ith the financial end of the book cared for the writing continued. The chronicle was 
composed by Bob O’Gorman and Ed Donohoe. The work of writing class histories was han­
dled by A rt Conley, class editor. The section of the Echo devoted to activities was edited by 
Jack Noser. W alt Kane, sports editor, assisted by Dick Kelly and George Mullally, gathered 
the details of the physical encounters of the year. Literary articles were handled by A rt 
Meagher and Bob Rebhahn.
By no means did the staff have clear sailing in preparing this book. On the contrary, it 
was a difficult task. Many obstacles beset the path of all concerned, and it was only by unceas­
ing work that it has been a success. Words of praise for the editors and contributors would be 
but a passing tribute; the Seattle Prep Echo for 1935 remains as a lasting testimonial of their 
endeavor.
PANTHER
I "’ HIS year saw the realization of the school paper in printed form. Under the name of the Seattle Prep Panther it represented a steady evolution of the school newsorgan from a weekly bulletin board sheet to a four-page printed edition, carrying news, sports and 
feature articles.
Edited by Arthur Meagher, the Panther carried out its policy of presenting unbiased obser­
vations of athletic and scholastic activities. Frank Hayes held the position of managing editor, 
while A rt Conley, in his capacity as news editor, handled the gathering and editing of the news.
The feature page, with its stories, columns and jokes, was under the direction of Jack 
Noser. Editors of the page devoted to sports were Virgil Belford and Bob Rebhahn. John Peter 
took care of the art work, and Mr. Evoy, S. J., acted as moderator.
Reporters aiding the editors of the different divisions were Bates, Kelly, O’Gorman, Peter, 
Bauer, Merrick, Morrill, Andrews, Lenihan and Donohoe.
On the business side of the staff were found James Dibb, as business manager; Harry Bar­
ber, as advertising manager; and Jack Moriarty, as circulation manager.
Early in the year Meagher and Hayes represented the Panther at the Annual High School 
Journalism Conference at the University of Washington. Many ideas received there were put 
into practice in publishing the paper.
The members of the staff believe they have done their part by raising the Panther to its 
present status, and hope that in future years each succeeding staff will add to its merits, so 
that Seattle Prep shall have a paper that will compare favorably with any edited by high school 
students.
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DRAMATIC CLUB
C a m p b e l l , Ba u e r , M e a g h e r , B e l f o r d . W il so n  
A n d r e w s , O ’D o n n e l l , P e t e r , Ka n e , G rady , S k i n n e r , I r v in e  
D eD o n a t o , K e a r n y , S m i t h , S e a v e r , W h it e , N a u g h t o n , M o ria r t y , M a g n a n o  
Ba t e s , G o e r ig , D o n o v a n , K e l l y , R e b h a h n , S h e e h a n , N e sto r , M r . F l a j o l e , S . J . ,  Moderator
LETTERMEN’S CLUB
B r a n d m e ir , G r e e n , R e y n o ld s , M e r r ic k , B e l fo r d , C a r r o l l , M o r e l l i 
R y a n , C a m p b e l l , L y o n s , M u l l a l l y , Br a n ig a n , W il s o n , D o n o v a n  
A n d r e w s , C o la carro , S k in n e r , C l a u d o n , K a n e , M a g n a n o , M cN a m a r a , N estor 
M r . L o g a n , S . J . ,  Moderator, M a r t in , N a u g h t o n , G o e r ig , R e b h a h n , C o l e , S h e e h a n , F i n n
DRAMATIC CLUB
M-H IS  year saw the realization of an important division of extra-curricula activities: namely, the Dra­matic Club. It was through the efforts of Mr. Flajolé, S. J., that this organization was made possible, since it was he who took it upon himself to animate an institution which had been forgotten about for Several years.
Soon after school assembled in September, Mr. Flajole announced the formation of an association of 
students interested in dramatics. The group became known as the Dramatic Club. At their first meeting 
a schedule of business for the year was agreed upon and the following officers were selected: Angelo Mag- 
nano, president; George Goerig, vice-president; Bill Skinner, secretary, and Dick DeDonato, treasurer.
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Many interesting meetings were held at which the members presented short skits and pantomimes in 
preparation for the three plays given by the Club., and which were well received by enthusiastic audiences.
The first production, “The Revised Masterpiece,” was given October 23 in St. Joseph’s School audi- 
torium It was a hilarious two-act farce which dealt with the trials and disappointments of a novice sculptor; 
George Goerig, who played this part, often strained his patience to endure the lazy and meddlesome attitude 
of his colored servant, John Peter. Through the efforts of a friend, Dick DeDonato, a scheme was laid by 
which Goerig, with the aid of a professional poser, Bob Rebhahn, is able to deceive a sanctimonious bene­
factor and critic of art, Ed Campbell, and receive the award he sought.
Going from the ridiculous to the sublime, Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol” was next presented. With 
an entirely different cast it was given December 17 and 18 in St. Josephs School auditorium. The produc- 
tion was marvelously presented on a stage equipped with a fitting atmosphere. Centering about Christmas 
and Christmas spirit, much vividness was given it by remarkable lighting effects and representative cos- 
tumes. The play centered around a miserly old merchant who believed Christmas spirit to be mere hum' 
bug.” His cruel spirit was depicted by his inhuman feelings toward his clerk and other well-wishers, who 
regarded Christmas as a season of joy.
Through a series of apparitions he became aware of his folly, and then joined in with the others in 
wishing everyone a Merry Christmas.
The principal players were as follows: Dick Grady, the miserly Scrooge; Jack Moriarty, Bob Crat- 
chitt, his clerk; Bill Kelly, Tiny Tim, Bob’s crippled son; and Bill Skinner, Scrooge’s nephew. Others in the 
cast were Kane, Seaver, Magnano, Naughton, Kearny, Wilson, Read, Olsen and Bates.
The final production, “The Room,” was also well received. It was given May 16 before an apprecia­
tive audience in St. Joseph’s School auditorium. The play was a two-act mystery in which the plot dealt 
with Mr. Smith, a wealthy broker who had received a death note; and centered about Detective Geary, who 
had been called upon to shield Mr. Smith the night the crime had been threatened to happen. Mr. Smith 
had also summoned his secretary and attorney on the same fatal night.
The death note had been signed by “Velvet,” a notorious criminal and public enemy. According to the 
note, Smith was to die at 11:00 p. m. Just a few minutes before the appointed hour a total stranger was 
detected peeping in the window of the living room, and was immediately captured by Geary and two plain- 
dothesmen from headquarters. A few seconds after eleven, Smith’s secretary, who had been remaining with 
him in the fatal room, was found lying on the floor, apparently dead, and Smith was gone, leading them to 
believe that he, also, was dead.
“Velvet” had succeeded. Yet no one could have possibly entered the room without being seen. 
Clever acting held the suspense of the crowd until the very last when the plot was unraveled. The play 
was so remarkably staged that it was presented elsewhere later. For this purpose two complete casts had 
been chosen.
The characters, with the two students chosen to impersonate them, were as follows: Smith, Ed Camp­
bell and Dick Grady; Detective Geary, John Peter and Bob Rebhahn; Ward, Smith’s secretary, George Goe­
rig and Dick DeDonato. Thompson, Smith’s attorney, Ad Smith and Joe Bauer; Rourke, Jack O Donnell 
and John Naughton; Williams, Virgil Belford and Robert Irvine; and Parsons, a stranger, Angelo Mag­
nano and Frank Nestor.
LETTERMEN'S CLUB
1—HE Seattle Prep Lettermen’s Club is an organization consisting of athletes who have merited the right to wear the varsity “S” received for active competition in football, basketball, or baseball. A student who serves two seasons as athletic manager is also eligible for a club membership.
The object of the Lettermen’s Club is to promote good feeling among its members and the student 
body, and to assist the faculty whenever possible. In view of this Father Maruca, S. J., granted more power 
to its members as the year progressed until the Club’s high rank has' been accompanied by a wholesome 
prestige and an esteemed place in the minds of Seattle Prep students.
Members of the Lettermen’s Club have charge of ushering and directing at most school activities. 
They maintain order in the corridors, take charge of classes in the teachers’ absence and have the duty 
of governing the campus when necessary.
Winning a varsity “S” is one thing, joining the Club is another. After filling the necessary require­
ments to possess a Prep monogram, the goal is not yet reached for the Lettermen s initiation looms ahead. 
This event causes the newcomer a little worry. He has, no doubt, seen others before him take the final 
steps. Aside from the expected number of swats, the candidate is ushered in at an assembly, thoroughly 
enjoyable to all but the aspirant.
The hilarity is brought about when the applicant appears garbed in mother’s old hat, one of her 
dresses and a pair of sis’s shoes, along with grandma’s oldest umbrella. After “rendering” a song, each 
fellow is given a final swat by the Club president, which makes him a member in good standing.
Officers for the year 1935 were Aldo Morelli, president; Bob McNamara, vice-pres dent; George Goe­
rig, secretary-treasurer; and Frank Nestor, sergeant-at-arms. Mr. Logan, S. J., acted as faculty adviser.
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QUARTET
I HROUGH the earnest endeavor of Mr. Greif, S. J., coupled with diligent effort on the part of the boys involved, the Seattle Prep Quartet has endeared itself to the hearts of its listeners. On many occasions the quartet has stimulated a higher pulse into Prep 
entertainments by its harmonious lyrics—old and new, classical and modern.
pretation of the W inter Song, also, met with whole-hearted approval.
Wherever it went, the quartet was greeted with warm appreciation and vigorous applause 
Resides Mr. Greif, the personnel included Bauer. B reen. O am nhell anrl KVinno,-
1’ HE school orchestra, under the capable direction of Mr. Greif, S. J., was a welcome addi­tion to almost every important event. Organized and directed by Mr. Greif, it rendered many services to the school and College.
Among its members were Terhar, Read and Canney, violins; Conley, trumpet; Kennedy, 
trombone; Kearny, accordion; Donohoe, Burton and McChesney, banjos; and Sweeney, drums.
These students turned out faithfully for every affair, and their music lent color to many 
programs. Many times the school assemblies were embellished by its appearances. A t the Prep 
plays, also, the orchestra was pleasingly present. y
W hen the Very Rev. Father Provincial visited Seattle Prep, the orchestra was one of the 
main features in the afternoon’s entertainment. Last, but not least, the orchestra made its 
appearance to do its bit for the charity entertainment at the Marine Hospital. To the orches­
tra all thé students give their thanks.
1 HIS year found a new club organized within the walls of Seattle Prep. The Camera Club, founded by Mr. Nealen, S. J., became famous for its sleuthing amateurs who caught teachers and students in most unbecoming poses.
in existence only during the second semester the group progressed rapidly through the 
different methods of developing, printing and enlarging. Their works of art adorn the snap' 
shot section of this book, and many albums are replete with pictures of unaware freshmen, 
sophisticated sophomores and grave upperclassmen.
Recruited from all classes, the members have gone in for a life “in the dark.” Mr. Nealen’s 
renowned developing room became the central focus of their activities. While he lent his expe- 
rience to their eager curiosity, the phenomena of working in the dark finally came to light under 
the influences of hypo and acids.
In die category of performances were those given at Saint Vincent’s Home, Saint Leo’: 
Parish, Tacoma, and Forest Ridge Convent. Especially noteworthy was the program giver 
during the Christmas season with the production of “A  Christmas Carol.” The quartet’s inter
as the progra  given 




Although some of the class may not go in for picture developing as a hobby, all have come 
through with the realization, at least, that they know what happens when they are told to
look at the birdie.




E C H O
M r . W a l t e r s k ir c h e n , M r . O ’H a r a , S . J . ,  M r . Lo g a n , S . J . 
Boxer , B r e e n , G a g a n , S k in n e r , P ic h t , R e y n o ld s , A n d r e w s
COACHES AND MANAGERS
’HIS opportunity should be taken to present the men who are responsible in no small degree for the 
athletic achievements of Seattle Prep during the ’34-'35 season. First come the coaches who worked 
unceasingly to develop the fine teams which responded to their efforts. Then come the managers, 
who did the disagreeable work in practice and received much criticism when “things went wrong."
The varsity football squad was again coached by Francis Walterskirchen, whose fine athletic reputa- 
tion eliminates the need of an introduction. He was ably assisted in this sport by Mr. O’Brien, S. J., 
who coached the frosh-sophs for future material.
Varsity basketball, also, was coached by “Walt," while the understudies were tutored by Mr. O'Hara, 
S. J., and Mr. Logan, S. J., of the frosh and bantams respectively.
Varsity baseball was capably handled by Mr. Logan, and the frosh-sophs were directed by Mr. O’Hara.
To the faithful managers is due much appreciation. Caring for the football needs were Boxer, Breen 
and Bates. In basketball Picht and Gagan officiated, while the baseball managers were Andrews and 
Reynolds. Skinner was head manager for all sports.
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VARSITY
A n d r e w s , F i n n , M a r t in , W il s o n , D o n o v a n , M a g n a n o , C a r r o l l , R yan  
Br e e n , M g r .,  M r . O ’H a ra , S. J ., A th . D i r . , I ^ u l l a l l y , B o w m a n , Ka n e , K e r s c h b a u m , N a u g h t o n , M cN a m a r a , Br a n ig a n , Bo xer , M g r. 
K e l l y , L y o n s , St im p s o n , B e l f o r d , M o r e l l i, N esto r , G o e r ig , C o l e , M r . W a l t e r s k ir c h e n , Coach
FROSH-SOPH
D o n o h o e , K e e f e , M e r r ic k , M o r r il l , I r v in e
M r . O ’B r i e n , S . ] . ,  Coach, M c K n ig h t , L e n i h a n , Sw e e n e y , D eD o n a t o , A n d e r s o n , R o c h e  
B e l l in g e r , N o se r , R o b in s o n , Sm i t h , P ic h t , G a g a n , S p e l l a c y , R ossman
VARSITY FOOTBALL
rIVE victories, one tie, one defeat! Adding this to the fact that the Panthers won the Columbian Squires’ Trophy by defeating the highly-touted O’Dea squad, and finally the Catholic Northwest Championship, one has a fitting introduction to the Seattle Prep grid­iron squad of ’34.
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SEATTLE PREP, 15; BOTHELL, 0
Despite the greenness of the squad which lost fourteen lettermen through graduation, the Panthers 
started in mid'season style by defeating the favored Bothell team. Resisting Bothell's early threats, the team 
scored in the second quarter when "Wally” Carroll dashed 20 yards and "Dude” Belford completed the 
play with a touchdown. Carroll then smashed off another 22 yards, and again "Dude” scored. In the last 
quarter two additional points were added on a safety.
SEATTLE PREP, 21; SNOHOMISH, 6
With "Wally” again running wild, the Panthers decidedly upset an experienced Snohomish team. 
Touchdowns were made in each of the first three periods—Donovan scoring once and Carroll twice. The 
feature of the game was Carroll s 70'yard run for one of the scores. Goerig, Prep quarterback, shone, 
making three conversions in an equal number of tries.
SEATTLE PREP, 0; BREMERTON, 7
Unable to overcome a touchdown made by Carter, Bremerton quarterback, scored in the first six min' 
utes of play, the Panthers fought hard but unsuccessfully to produce a score. Fine line work from both 
teams featured the game, which was climaxed when Carroll broke loose for 50 yards to the 4-yard line. 
However, the ball was lost on downs on the l'yard line, and with it the Panthers’ best scoring opportunity.
SEATTLE PREP, 7; ALUMNI, 7
Who said the old grads’ can’t fight? The Panthers discovered they could fight when, in the third 
quarter, the Alumni completed several intricate passes, and then, “Bo” Gallagher ripped 25 yards off tackle 
for a touchdown. Previously, in the first quarter, Stimpson had shaken several tacklers on a fullback 
plunge, making 79 yards and the only Prep score.
SEATTLE PREP, 6; O’DEA, 0
Predicted as losers, the Panthers surprised the overconfident and far heavier O’Dea team by breaking 
even in the first half, neither team scoring. In the third quarter “Soup” Branigan, Prep center, blocked a 
punt and downed it on the 19-yard line. Then, on fourth down and 10 to go, Carroll threw a long, tow- 
ering pass and, from the arms of three Irish backs, Naughton grasped the ball in the end zone. Thereafter 
the Prep defense held, and O Dea went down in defeat. Particularly outstanding were Martin, McNa­
mara, Lyons, Branigan, Carroll and Stimpson.
SEATTLE PREP, 33; POULSBO, 0
Slightly outweighing the home-town team, the Panthers proved the better swimmers in a decidedly 
damp victory. Stimpson repeatedly crashed the line for long gains, making two touchdowns. Carroll and 
Goerig made one each, and Cole blocked a punt, landing on the ball for another score. Line bucks were 
used throughout the game as passing was impossible with the wet ball. Goerig made two conversions 
in three attempts despite the watery difficulties.
SEATTLE PREP, 34; BELLARMINE, 0
In another muddy victory the Panthers took undisputed possession of the Catholic Northwest Cham­
pionship. Stimpson started the scoring with a 40-yard run off guard in the first quarter. In the second 
period the blond fullback intercepted a pass and scampered 82 yards for a touchdown. Following this 
example, Garroll ran 66 yards around end for another score. Belford then scored on a spin in the third 
quarter, and Carroll closed the scoring with a 50'yard slant off guard.
FROSH-SOPH FOOTBALL
LTHOUGH this year s frosh'soph team was not exceptional for its stars, something better—team' 
WOfk was emphasized, and it is this type of play which will prove most valuable to future Prep 
squads. , r
The team came through an exceptionally hard season with four victories, two defeats and one tie. In 
the first game a tight defensive duel with Cleveland resulted in a scoreless tie.
Increasing their strength to its peak, the Prepsters defeated O’Dea, 7 to 0, with a brilliant defense 
that proved too much for the young Irish, sweeping them across their own line in the first quarter.
m k w A  ^ en succumbed to the frosh'sophs in a very tight game climaxed by Joyce’s 40'vard field 
goal. The'score was, Prep 3, Garfield 0. ‘
Playing in Tacoma, the team dropped a tough one to Bellarmine, 12 to 0. This defeat was avenged 
however, when Ballarmine was defeated, 9 to 2, in the return game.
The Preps won their game over Queen Anne, 1 3 to 0, but lost their final play of the season to Lin' 
coin, 12 to 0.
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A n d r e w s , R e y n o ld s , M e r r ic k  
R y a n , K e l l y , Ba t e s , C arroll  
K e r s c h b a u m , G r e e n  
C l a u d o n , R e b h a h n , N a u g h t o n
VARSITY BASKETBALL
W ITH four returning lettermen and a galaxy of promising sophomores to greet Coach Walterskirchen on the initial day of turnout conditions looked promising to Panther hoop followers. Prospects for a successful season became more manifest after the Pam 
thers captured their first three practice encounters.
On December 19, a few days after the first turnout, Seattle Prep entertained a highly- 
polished team from Renton, and received a basketball lesson to the tune of 31 to 7. The expe­
rience of the invaders proved to be too great a hurdle for the Panthers.
The next opponent was Enumclaw, whom the Panthers defeated, 23 to 22. It was a nip- 
and-tuck tussle all the way, and the game wasn’t decided till the final whistle. Andrews and 
Reynolds shared honors for the Prep. In the return engagement Enumclaw, clicking on their 
home floor, emerged victors, 30 to 13.
Bothell faced the Panthers in the next engagement, and, despite Kershbaum’s splendid 
efforts, the Prepsters lost, 27 to 18.
A  highly-touted Everett team visited the freshly-painted Prep court on January 8, and suc­
ceeded in halting a late rally to win, 24 to 18. Behind, 15 to 1, at the half, the Panthers 
showed a remarkable reversal of form during the second half, almost overtaking the Sea Gulls. 
In Everett the Panthers lost again; this time, 31 to 24. Naughton gathered six points in less 
than one half, before penalties removed him from the game.
Playing in Issaquah, the Prep lost a close fracas, 14 to 15, with big Andrews leading the 
scorers. However, this defeat was avenged at home, 28 to 13, when Naughton made eleven 
counters and Claudon, eight.
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FROSH
M r . O ’H a ra , S . J . ,  Coach, B r o d e r ic k , M a r il l e y , Basel 
M a r t in e a u , O ’Br i e n , P e t e r s o n , N oser 
F a l l o n , L e C l a ir , La bossiere  
D u n t o n , J oyce , D eD o n a to
BANTAMS 
M r . L o g a n , S . J .  Coach 
St r ic k l a n d , V a l iq u e t t e , G regory 
S e v e n ic h , D il l o n , St e w a r t , N it s c h e , E b er t
Edmonds journeyed to Seattle 
next and dropped a 20 to 15 de- 
cision when Claudon and Andrews 
gathered seven points each. How- 
ever, the Panthers met defeat at 
Edmonds, 29 to 27, as Naughton 
and Claudon were the only Prep- 
sters who regularly “rang the 
gong.”
W hen Foster visited Seattle, it 
was Rebhahn who provided the 
spark for the Panthers in winning, 
25 to 18. A t Foster the Prep won 
again, with Green making ten 
points.
Bremerton faced the Panthers 
next, losing stubbornly, 29 to 27. 
The floor was dangerously slippery, 
but even more so was the combina- 
tion of Green and Merrick. Brem­
erton defeated the Panthers across 
the Sound, although Naughton 
played one of his best games. The 
final score was 26 to 23.
In the next encounter Highline 
was defeated, 16 to 13, with the 
entire team dividing the scoring 
honors.
A t Richmond Beach the Prep 
lost, 27 to 23, although Andrews 
scored eight points. Revenge was 
sweet when, on the home court, 
the Panthers won, 18 to 15, in the 
fastest game of the season.
The Panthers opened the cham­
pionship series with O’Dea too 
slowly, and lost, 27 to 17. Reb­
hahn played a splendid defensive 
game, and also dodged “under” 
Budnick for six points. The second 
contest at O’Dea was a thriller 
from start to finsh. The lead 
changed hands frequently, and only 
a late spurt by O’Dea brought them 
a 26 to 23 victory. Claudon, play­
ing his best game of the season, 
made nine points against the vic­
torious Irish.
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FROSH BASKETBALL
W hen graduation rolls around, one wonders what next year’s team will resemble. Judging 
from the showing of this year’s frosh and bantam squads, the aspect is quite promising. Both 
teams averaged 50 per cent on wins. This record, though not too impressive, fails to take into 
consideration the fact that these small teams, in seeking opponents, were often forced to face 
much larger and far more experienced players.
The frosh had a heavy schedule, playing seventeen games. From this number the under- 
classmen gained eight victories and went down in defeat nine times. Those men on the team 
were as follows: Joyce, Labossiere, Basel, DeDonato, Dunton, Fallon, Lyons, LeClair, Sweeney, 
Broderick, O’Brien, Noser, Marilley and Martineau.
BANTAMS
The inexperienced but plucky bantams dropped their first game to the South Park Midgets, 
16 to 32. Recovering from this, however, they inflicted a 32 to 10 defeat upon the Green Lake 
All-Stars. A  series was then split with Briscoe: the bantams winning, 31 to 29, and losing, 26 
to 17. In the next game the Bantams won handily over a W . A. C. team, 35 to 15. Bellarmine 
was played next, each team winning one game. Bellarmine took the first, 5 to 3, and lost the 
other by the score, 11 to 12. In their final game the Bantams defeated St. Anne’s team, 21 to 
8. Members of the squad were: Stewart, Nitsche, Gregory, Dillon, Strickland, Valiquette, Sev- 
enich, Ebert and Emerson.
VARSITY BASEBALL
SEATTLE PREP, 9; BROADWAY, 10
The season opened for the Prep with a heartbreaking defeat at the hands of the Broadway 
Tigers. Leading at the end of the third, 4 to 1, things looked bright. However, Broadway tal­
lied five runs in the fourth, and thereafter it was a close game until the Tigers scored the win­
ning run to win, 10 to 9. The Prep cracked out fifteen hits, while Broadway collected twelve.
SEATTLE PREP, 3; ROOSEVELT, 5
Next the Panthers dropped a tough game to the Roosevelt Rough Riders. Although the 
Prep made plenty of hits, they didn’t come through in the pinches. Fifteen men died on the 
bases. Rebhahn, Carroll and Cullinane were leading hitters for the Panthers, each receiving 
two for two. The final score, 5 to 3, while close, did not show how tight this battle was.
SEATTLE PREP, 8; CLEVELAND, 2
Travelling to Cleveland, the Prepsters vanquished the Valley Indians. Led by Wilds and 
Claudon, who poled out homers, the Panthers brought in four runs in the first inning. Four 
more runs in the fifth inning made up the Prep’s total of eight, while Cleveland scored in the 
fourth and fifth innings. Colacaro did well on the mound, allowing only four hits and two runs.
SEATTLE PREP, 6; QUEEN ANNE, 10
The next game was lost to Queen Anne, 10 to 6. The Hill-Toppers made twelve hits to 
nine for the Panthers, but those were made in the pinches. Wilds and Cullinane hit doubles, 
leading the Panther sluggers. Campbell and Belford tried hard on the mound, but couldn’t stop 
all the Queen Anne hitters.
SEATTLE PREP, 5; BREMERTON, 2
SEATTLE PREP, 7; BREMERTON, 3
In the first game of a double-header at Bremerton the Panthers took the Wildcats, 5 to 2, 
with six hits to three. Naughton and Claudon crashed out homers, while Wilds pitched a sensa­
tional game, allowing only three hits and two runs.
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M r . L o g a n , S . J . ,  Coach, S im p s o n , B r a n ig a n , M e r r ic k , P ic h t , K e r sc h b a u m , C a m p b e l l , B elford  
C u l l in a n e , C l a u d o n , S h e e h a n , N a u g h t o n , C a la c ar ro , B oxer , S pella cy  
J o yc e , D eD o n a t o , R e b h a h n , W il d s , C a r r o l l , A versan o
In the second game the Prepsters were winners, 7 to 3. This game was very close until the 
last inning—the score tied at three all. In this inning Rebhahn tripled, followed by Sheehan 
and Claudon, who hit doubles. The four runs made in the ninth cinched the game for the 
Prep.
SEATTLE PREP, 7; BREMERTON, 6 
SEATTLE PREP, 7; BREMERTON, 5
Bremerton then journeyed to Seattle, trying to avenge themselves. The first game was 
close, Seattle Prep squeezing out one extra run to win, 7 to 6. The Panthers collected a total 
of eight hits to seven for the navy yard team. Triples by Claudon and DeDonato practically 
won the game for the home team.
The second game, too, was thrilling, with Cullinane hitting a triple and Carroll cracking out 
a double and a single. A  tie was broken up in the sixth, and the final score was 7 to 5, with 
the Panthers on the long end. It was a successful conclusion to a four-game series.
SEATTLE PREP, 5; EVERETT, 4
Seattle Prep, 5; Everett, 4. This score sounds very close, but a glance at the score book 
shows that the Panthers outplayed the home-town boys, no Everett run being made until the 
seventh inning. W ith the stellar pitching of Paul Claudon and fine defensive fielding the lack 
of long hits was made up for in this well-played game.
SEATTLE PREP, 7; LINCOLN (Tacoma), 14
Lincoln High then came over from Tacoma and defeated the Panthers decisively. When 
the last Prep batter was out, the score stood 14 to 7, in favor of the Lincoln nine. Although 
both teams made fourteen hits, the Tacoma team took advantage of ten untimely errors made 
by the Prep. Carroll hit a triple, and Kirschbaum and Naughton cracked out doubles.
SEATTLE PREP, 3; BALLARD, 3
In this game, played at Ballard, only four hits were recorded for the Panthers and three 
for the Beavers. The final score was three all, time not permitting an additional inning to 
decide the contest. Hits for both teams were scattered, but the Prep lost their opportunity 
through five fatal errors.
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SEATTLE PREP, 6; CLEVELAND, 2
Allowing only four hits, Joe Merrick pitched the Panthers to a 6 to 2 win over the Cleve­
land Indians. Bob Rebhahn was the best hitter, with a single and a double for four trips to 
the plate. The Prep’s big inning was the second, in which the Panthers collected five of their 
six runs.
SEATTLE PREP, 4; QUEEN ANNE, 0
The boys were out for revenge in this game, having lost their first encounter with Queen 
Anne. Behind the superb chucking of Carroll, who allowed only two safe hits, the Panthers 
soundly trounced the Hill-Toppers by a score of 4 to 0. Eleven hits by the Prep to three by 
Queen Anne showed the supremacy of the Prep batters.
SEATTLE PREP, 9; EVERETT, 3
Showing much more power than they did in the first meeting, the Panthers shut out the 
Everett Sea Gulls, 9 to 3. From the start it was easily seen that the Prep boys were out for a 
Roman holiday. In the first two innings they collected seven runs, and then settled down to 
protect their lead. Carroll’s triple was the longest hit of the game, while Naughton got the best 
average at the plate.
SEATTLE PREP, 1; O ’DEA, 4
In the first game of their annual series the Irish defeated the Preps, 4 to 1. Slugging out 
ten hits to the five for the Panthers, O’Dea was able to accumulate their four tallies without 
too much trouble. A  triple by Connor and a double by Butler were the best hits of the day. 
All of the Panther hitters seemed to be in a slump, and looked rather sickly at the offerings of 
O’Dea’s pitcher. The Prep was fortunate in completing two double plays, but even this was 
inadequate when compared with O’Dea’s superior hitting. The game, while disappointing to 
the Prep rooters, was, nevertheless, thrilling.
FROSH-SOPH BASEBALL
Due to a late start, the frosh-soph baseball team played only three games previous to this 
publication. The first was dropped to the Lincoln seconds, 10 to 4, and the next game, though 
much closer, was lost to the Broadway juniors, 5 to 4.
In the third game the Celevland seconds were defeated, 5 to 4, with the team showing 
great promise for the remainder of the season. The team was composed of Bulman, Bates, and 
Lyons, pitchers; Picht, catcher; McKnight, Keane, McHugh, Stewart, Joyce, Roche and Gagan, 
infielders; and Rutherford, DeDonato, Dillon, Lenihan, Fallon, Steele and Reynolds, outfielders.
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(Continued from page 18)
—16. On the second night of the play, with 
an aroused student body out for scalps, why 
twas like the night before Christmas, and 
all through the house, not even Bellinger was 
stirring, the louse!
—20. Opening game of basketball season 
against the Rhinelander Barons is chalked up 
as a Panther win.
—21. The Panther dons new duds, creating 
quite a splurge. The authorised refrain is 
“Me and Mime O ’Graph” shall trip the light 
fantastic, etc. School is also dismissed for 
Christmas vacation, and Father Maruca drives 
away with the novitiate drive receipts. Em- 
bezzlement? Nope—just to the hungry Sheri' 
dan Jesuits.
JANUARY
4. School is postponed on account of ailing 
scholastics. Dave King becomes fustrated.
— 7. School is resumed and the scholastics 
are back sprightlier than ever, and with a 
challenging look in their eyes that bodes no 
good.
8. A  post-graduate course in jug for tardi­
ness is added to the school’s curriculum.
20. Did this hat to happen?” muttered 
Jerry as he dusted off his weather-beaten hat 
precipitated into the snow by a snow ball of 
mysterious origin.
23. Comes the semester exams quite un­
expectedly; due credit must be given the 
scholastics for asking the most unfamiliar 
questions.
FEBRUARY
3. Prep orators win annual debate from 
Gonzaga.
7. Kane and Spillane try to ex-Spillane 
their feminine contingents at the O’Dea 
game.
8. Belford, Rebhahm and company, fear­
less exponents of that dangerous game of 
ping-pong, risk broken necks, sprained backs 
and black eyes in hunting the elusive balls in 
the lunchroom.
12. O Donnel, radio scenario writer delux, 
(although he might not like “delux” of this)
with the aid of Jack “Benny” Peter and 
Smith s curls, puts on an enlightening and 
humorous broadcast over Station P.R.E.P.
18. Conditional exams are introduced to a 
select group of students who pay $1.00 for 
the privilege.
—28. “Doc” DeDonato tries hard to please 
and appease two warring factions at the Floly 
Names Basketball Tournament by apportion­
ing  ̂his cheerleading facilities—and if you 
don t think that’s “on the spot,” try it some­
time.
MARCH
—1. “March winds and pretty flowers 
Result from heavy showers,
But all the learning for many a mug 
Results from many hours of jug.”
9. Alah! Alah! Alah-buy an annual takes 
the lunchroom by storm, and puts everyone 
on their benders.
11. The Panthers close a somewhat erratic 
season with a victory over the Alumni. 
George Morry throws away his coxwain’s 
megaphone long enough to account for six 
digits.
— 12. Baseball turnouts. Mr. Logan, S. J., 
limbers the team around the field five times— 
and does Campbell cut the corners!
— 14. W ith their stirring version of that 
heart-rending melo-drama of the South, 
“Uncle Tom s Domicile,” the seniors carry 
away all honors at the annual reception for 
Father Provincial.
— 18. Father Logan comes to the Prep to aid 
in performing the many Lenten duties.
—22. A t the Smoker W alt distributes the 
letters, eulogizing on each recipient’s distin­
guishing feature.
—23. Debaters disembark for Gonzaga and 
student migration commences.
—27. Debaters are forced back into Father 
Maruca’s Yakima Valley, after they had 
passed it before, unnoticed in the desert.
APRIL
—9. Cleveland wakes up at the end of the 
last half of the ninth inning to see our team 
walk away with its first victory of the season.
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— 10. A  deep, bussing sound envelopes the 
school as student minds get underway to 
work the Panthers new puzzle page.
— 16. Intramural football is opened by a 
spectacular senior victory, marked by Mag- 
nano’s unorthodox, but very effective, pass 
reception. Easter vacation, seemingly long 
overdue, is begun.
-—22. Bauer returns to school still a little 
weary-eyed. I guess rising so early Easter 
morning to hunt Easter eggs in Woodland 
Park was too much for him.
—24. Some seniors, taking advantage of their 
privilege, start off at noon in the general 
direction of Lake Union to hunt down an 
apartment house said to have exploded.
—29. The Annual Elocution Contest (we’ll 
shoot anyone who say electrocution contest) 
is won by Goerig, with McNamara coming 
in a close second with his horse.
MAY
— 3. The school is getting more and more 
like a prison—now we’ve got those chain 
letters going all over.
—9. The second smoker comes puffing along, 
with Gagan and Smith just a trifle fatigued
after a first round of heavy, though aimless 
slugging.
— 10. The seniors get a monopoly on the 
mothers on Mother’s Day in the chapel, in 
the picture and at the breakfast.
— 10. W e attempt to tip sport balances in 
our favor while engaging O’Dea in baseball.
-—16. “The Room” is presented, and doesn’t 
show much room for improvement, as Mr. 
Flajole’s newly organized “doubles glance 
enviously from the sidelines.
— 17. Strutting Prepsters enjoy a good eve­
ning’s entertainment at the Holy Names 
Junior Prom at Broadmoor.
■—19. Once again we tackle O’Dea in that 
great game in which two men out is good, 
but three men out is much better.
— 20. Gold Medal Debate is held in^St. Jos­
eph’s School auditorium. My, what “fluery” 
speakers.
— 31. The senior retreat opens as some 
seniors decide to do the first real cogitation 
of their whole school term.
JUNE
-—7. Thirty-six graduating seniors partake 
for the last time in a Seattle Prep ceremony.
\
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PRESENTED A T COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES, JUNE 7, 193?
Valedictorian, Arthur Meagher 
Salutatorian, John Peter
AVV///.^>Vvv\
T h e  B is h o p  O ’D ea  R elig io n  E ssay M edal
Awarded to the student turning in the best essay in a competitive contest.
The subject for the essay was “The Mass.’’
T h e  C o n d u c t  a n d  A pp l ic a t io n  M edal
The gift of Rt. .Rev. Monsignor Theo. M. Ryan, A. B., ’09, awarded to the senior 
having the highest grades in these two branches.
-»X «-
T h e  La t in  C o n t e s t  M edal
The gift of Rev. L. Caramello, S. J., awarded in a competitive contest to the student turning in 
the paper with the highest grade. All the students in the school were eligible for this contest.
->5X<<-
T h e  T h o m a s  C . M cH u g h  D eb a t in g  M edal
Awarded to the best speaker at the annual Gold Medal Debate. The debate judges 
selected the winner of this medal.
->»«<•
T h e  Se n io r  E l o c u t io n  M edal
The gift of the Knights of Columbus.
Awarded to GEORGE GOERIG, ’3?
Next in merit, ROBERT McNAMARA, ’3?.
-»><«-
T h e  J u n io r  E l o c u t io n  M edal 
The gift of a friend.
Awarded to JACK DONOHOE, ’38 
Next in merit, WILLIAM KELLY, ’37.
T h e  W illia m  K e n d a l l  M em oria l  R ew ard
This is an annual honor diligently worked for by the athletes of Seattle Prep. The name of the 
athlete who, in the opinion of his teammates, is the most inspirational 
player is engraved on a silver cup kept at the school.
-»>«<•
T h e  F a t h e r  G arrigan  Loyalty  M edal
The gift of a friend, awarded to the student manifesting the best co-operation 
and goodwill in all school affairs.
->»<« •
We want to take this occasion to express our appreciation for the many services rendered us 
throughout the year by our sincere friend, Dr. X. P. DeDonato.
The following are the Student Body officers for the ensuing year: Richard DeDonato, ’36, 
president; Frank N estor, ’36, vice-president; W allace Carroll, '37, secretary; Bill Bellin­
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Holy Names Academ y
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JUNIOR COLLEGE and ACADEMY N orm al School
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of the Sacred Heart
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IN S U R A N C E
GEO. E. HARGREAVES Ludger Joseph TJinet
M A in  2277 #
244 CENTRAL BUILDING HIRES ROOT BEER
LARSON CLOTHING CO.
First and Union
SEATTLE'S LEADING PANTS HOUSE COLLINS BROS.
W e Manufacture Them Here 
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Pleated and Zipper Front Hovelty Sweaters
Funeral Directors
EA. 7444 911 East Pine
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SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
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TAKEN BY
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1407 East 43rd 
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The Following Boys of First High B
HELPED THE ECHO
GEORGE BASEL BOB McNERNEY
BILL BELLINGER EUGENE PAROLICK
ERNIE BERTIN LEO PANATTO NI
DICK CORRIGAN BILL PETERSEN
CHARLES CUSTER TOM RUTHERFORD
JOHN DEIGNAN RAY SNEERINGER
JACK DONOHOE JACK TERHAR
ED DONNELLY JOE WALL
ED ENGLISH DAN LYONS
DICK FOUTS HAROLD McCHESNEY
Compliments of
RALPH OSBORN THE ’35 ECHO WAS PRINTED
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COLUMBUS QUALITY BAKERY GOODS
SEATTLE COUNCIL NO. 676 Home of “Gingham Girl” Bread




BOB B ELLIN G E R
A P E A R L  D O W L IN G
FRIEND M R . E. A . T E R H A R  
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Mers Sheet Metal Works
EL. 0242 208 Jackson St.
Compliments of
M. I  KANE
AUTO REPAIRS





MA. 3301 83 Columbia Street
Compliments of
HAUSER &> CEARLEY CO.
“Associated Gasoline"
Corner 41st and 10th N. E.
COMPLIMENTS OF
ASSUMPTION PARISH
Rev. Louis Carey, O. S. B.
cjfflgpBp
CUTTER HEADS J  7 ^  AND KNIVES 
Simonds G uaranteed C utter H ead Company
METROPOLITAN
PRESCRIPTION PHARMACY
SE. 4142 40 ï  Pike St.
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Enterprise Grocery
H . A . ST E E L E




L. S. Booth Roycroft TheatreBetter Entertainment for Less Money 




CLEANERS AND DYERS 
Service That Particular People Recommend 
EA. 2780 1108 19th Ave. N. 




John 6? Barrett Corrigan, S. J.
Prospect Meat Market
A . C . JE W E L L , Prop.









ME. 1266 45th and Wallingford
Roycroft Cleaners
Cleaning, Pressing, Dyeing, Alterations 
WE CALL FOR AND DELIVER 
EA. 8680 512 19th Ave. North
Compliments of
A  Friend
A N C IE N T  O R D E R  U N IT E D  
W O R K M E N
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FRATERNAL INSURANCE
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